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In the recently published paper:

the authors have spotted some errors that are herein corrected as follows:
– p. 535, line 29, for “la pata 3, la peculiar pata 5” read “la pata 3, el endopodito de la pata 4, la peculiar pata 5”.
– p. 536, line 25, for “Horstkutcaris” read “Horstkurtcaris”.
– p. 540, line 16, for “NHMW 25498” read “NHMW 25499”.
– p. 549, line 16, for “(Noodt, 1972)” read “(Noodt, 1963)”.
– p. 549, line 18, for “Noodt, 1972” read “Noodt, 1963”.
– p. 549, line 23, for “the Tapajós River” read “the Amazonas River”.
– p. 549, line 33, for “Noodt, 1972” read “Noodt, 1963”.
– p. 549, line 37, for “Noodt, 1972” read “Noodt, 1963”.
– p. 553, line 5, for “Noodt, 1972” read “Noodt, 1963”.
– p. 566, line 32, for “Goldhammer” read “Goldammer”.
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The Authors, the Board of Editors, and the Publisher regret these errors and apologize for the inconvenience.